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Victory in Verona means Jumping into Greatness!!

The man who has held the World No. 1 slot for eleven consecutive months, Switzerland’s Steve Guerdat,
said earlier this week that winning the Verona leg of the World Cup series means taking your place in
history. And as riders prepare their horses for tomorrow’s fourth round of the 2019/2020 Longines Western
European League they all have that in mind. 

The quality of competition has always been second-to-none at the Italian leg of the series, and since it
moved to the romantic city so closely associated with the story of Romeo and Juliet in 2001 it hasn’t
faltered. 

It was a Belgian whitewash that year led by Stanny Van Paesschen and O de Pomme, and the following
year there was an incredible line-up of superstars when Brazil’s Rodrigo Pessoa and Gandini Lianos
pinned Switzerland’s Markus Fuchs and Tinka’s Boy into runner-up spot while Germany’s Marcus Ehning
and another stallion who would go on to leave a stunning legacy, the great For Pleasure, placed third. 

Markus Fuchs’ nephew, Martin Fuchs who collected an individual silver medal at the 2018 World
Championships and gold at this summer’s European Championships, is in action again this year. He
finished third with Clooney in 2016 and again in 2018 but the 27-year-old rider hasn’t brought the brilliant
grey gelding this time around so it looks a wide-open contest. 

There are four previous Verona winners on the start-list - Germany’s Christian Ahlmann who topped the
podium in 2013 with Aragon, 2014 winner Simon Delestre from France, Egypt’s Abdel Said whose victory
with Hope van Scherpen Donder really put him on the international map in 2016 and last year’s victor,
Germany’s Daniel Deusser. Ahlmann and Deusser are also previous FEI World Cup champions - Ahlmann
reigning supreme with the wonderful Taloubet Z on home ground in Leipzig in 2011 and Deusser racing to
success at Lyon, France in 2014 with Cornet d’Amour. 

When it comes to current form then Fuchs is on fire, scooping the honours at the third leg at Lyon, France
just a week ago with Clooney which lifted him to the top of the Western European League table at this
early stage of the 14-leg qualifying series from which the top 18 will make the cut to the Longines 2020
Final in Las Vegas, USA next April. 

And Great Britain’s Robert Whitaker is right on top of his game right now too. He put in a brilliant
performance to win the second leg in Helsinki, Finland last month, defeating the best of the best with
Catwalk whose courage and maturity shone through on the day. This week he has been unlucky so far -
today Whitaker put in the winning time in the Franco Tutti Speed class only to clip the final fence - but he’s
riding like a man on a mission and is definitely one to watch when the action gets underway at 14.15 local
time tomorrow. 

Should he succeed in stealing the limelight this time around he will be following in very big footsteps,
including those of his legendary father John who came out on top with Grannusch in 1997 and Welham in
2000, the final year the qualifiers took place at the previous venue in Bologna. A win for John’s 36-year-old
son tomorrow? Now that WOULD be history-making…..
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